The Enterprise Plan
TryMyUI specializes in providing candid, actionable feedback from the kind of visitors you want
on your website or app. Our usability testing software captures the screens and voices of
people navigating your UI and speaking their thoughts aloud as they go.
We enable researchers & designers to quickly learn what’s working and what’s not working,
what’s confusing and what’s well-received, through a suite of analytical tools created with the
sole purpose of getting the user’s view.
TryMyUI recognizes the unique challenges faced by a large organization in obtaining data and
user analytics in a deadline-driven environment, and then extracting and relaying insights from
the data to the stakeholders in an effective manner. Our Enterprise Plan helps you to
coordinate your usability research within and across teams in an organized, accessible,
streamlined fashion and compile your insights into impactful reports for the key
decision-makers in your company.

PRICING
Month-to-month

Starts at $1,200/mo.
30+ credits each month; 1 credit = 1 user result
Unlimited testing with your own users

Annual

Starts at $12,000/yr.
360+ credits up front for the whole year
Unlimited testing with your own users

Below: Enterprise features suite
(View on trymyui.com)
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Solutions Overview: Enterprise Tier
● Custom test results per month + Unlimited testing with your own users:
An iterative and user-centric design process requires lots of testing. With our monthly
provision of a custom quantity of test credits, as well as unlimited testing with your own
recruits, you can test everything, test iteratively, and test often. Moreover, with access to
special screener questions, you can target your user’s demographics AND psychographics.

● Multi-user login (4 additional seats included)
Engage your whole team in the UX research process with multi-user login. Add any number
of seats so team members can create their own tests and view shared projects.

● Collaborative analysis & Highlight reels
Design is a collaborative process, and the TryMyUI Enterprise plan is set up to facilitate
that. Share tests & project folders with colleagues to identify, analyze, and discuss key
insights with the whole team. Use tagged, timestamped annotations to save and show
major issues and ‘aha’ moments, and then generate customized, data-backed reports &
highlight reels that distill insights from your team’s analysis.

● UXCrowd cluster analysis
Our UXCrowd feature clusters major insights from your results with a crowdsourced voting
system among the testers. Scale up your test size and get more powerful, objective data in
less time, so you can start your next iteration with a pre-prioritized roadmap.

● UX Diagnostics & Iterative testing
With projects spanning so many stages, you may find your testing needs fragmenting.
TryMyUI offers testing for concepts, wireframes/prototypes, and live websites, as well as
segmentation of your tests into sprints. With sprints, you can iteratively track the impact
your design changes have on key metrics like task usability, duration, or completion rates.
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